Recent advances in replicative DNA labeling technology have allowed new ways to study DNA replication in living plants. Temporal and spatial aspects of DNA replication programs are believed to derive from genomic structure and function. Bass et al. (2015) recently visualized DNA synthesis using 3D microscopy of nuclei at three sub-stages of S phase: early, middle and late. This addendum expands on that study by comparing plant and animal DNA replication patterns, by considering implications of the twocompartment model of euchromatin, and by exploring the meaning of the DNA labeling signals inside the nucleolus. Finally, we invite the public to explore and utilize 300 image data sets through OMERO, a teaching and research web resource for visualization, management, or analysis of microscopic data.
Temporal and spatial aspects of DNA replication programs are tightly coupled to genomic structure and function, as evidenced by decades of research and summarized by reviews 1-4 on replication timing studies and observations primarily from animal cells. In plants, recent advances in DNA labeling technologies have created exciting new opportunities to study DNA replication in nuclei from naturally developing organs. 5 Bass et al. (2015) 6 used 3D microscopy to examine spatiotemporal patterns of DNA replication in maize and found that the patterns were quite different from those described for mammalian cells, specifically at middle S-phase. This addendum to that study 6 offers additional insights, speculations, and questions relating to three topics; the difference in plant versus animal replication timing patterns, the predictions made by the mini-domain chromatin fiber replication timing model, and the basis for punctate DNA synthesis inside the nucleolus. In addition, we describe a new public 3D image database (OMERO) housing previously unavailable 3D data sets.
Plants and animals show different replicative labeling patterns in middle S-phase nuclei
Previous spatial and temporal patterns of DNA synthesis has been reported for plants. [7] [8] [9] The maize root tip study allowed for a close comparison between the spatiotemporal replication patterns of maize vs. those of mammals, organisms with genomes of comparable size and complexity. A summary of the plant (maize, root tip nuclei) vs. animal (hamster, CHO cell culture nuclei) patterns is shown in Fig. 1 . We noted a remarkable difference between the maize middle S-phase pattern and the canonical mammalian middle S-phase pattern, called "3" by O'Keefe et al. in 1992 10 or "type III" by Zink in 2006. 1 In mammals, one observes middle S-phase DNA synthesis to be primarily confined to perinuclear and perinucleolar regions. This primarily peripheral staining is not observed in maize, which like other plants, lack highly conserved homologs of genes for animal lamin and lamin-binding proteins, as described by Ciska et al. 11 Consequently, plants may lack some of the organizational properties or DNA sequences typically resident at the animal nuclear periphery.
Another question is whether or not the distinction between these maize patterns are peculiar to this species, or common to plants, or also found in animals. It remains possible that animal type 1 and 2 could be distinguished as two compartments, but this has not yet been tested using quantitative 3D correlation analysis. In the plant study, late S-phase nuclei often appeared as one of two sub-types (pericentromeric and knobs). These are shown side by side in Fig. 1 , reflecting their presumed temporal order, but coming from a single flow-sorted "Late-S" gate (see Fig. 1C from Bass et al., 2015 6 ), they cannot be ordered in time. Even so, they do bear some resemblance to the last two patterns, 4 and 5, in animals.
The mini-domain chromatin fiber replication timing model raises numerous questions One of the unexpected discoveries from Bass et al. 6 was the conclusion that maize euchromatin, and by extension that of other plants, may exist as intermingled mixtures of two compartments. This observation, congruent with the coexistence of multiple chromatin states, led to the model in which maize interphase nucleoplasm can be partitioned into two types of "euchromatin" -which we call early-S chromatin or middle-S chromatin, as diagrammed in Fig. 2 . These two are experimentally distinguished by their condensation state and by their replication timing. One compartment is characterized as being preferentially replicated in early-S phase, lightly stained with DAPI, and comprised of low density chromatin presumably enriched in active genes. The other compartment, comprised of »300 nm fibers, is characterized as being preferentially replicated in middle S-phase, more heavily stained with DAPI, and comprised of higher density chromatin presumably enriched in repetitive or mobile DNA elements.
This two compartment mini-domain model raises questions and hypotheses (see Fig. 2C ) for future research. Namely, is the early-S chromatin enriched in epigenomic marks typical of gene-rich areas with open or active chromatin? These marks should co-purify (ChIP assays) and co-localize (3D microscopy) with genomic sequences labeled at early S-phase. Likewise, is the middle-S chromatin enriched in epigenomic marks typical of repetitive sequences with closed or inactive chromatin? Moreover, these marks, such as H3K9me2 and DNA methylation, 12 should co-purify and co-localize with genomic sequences labeled at middle S-phase, while also marking the even more condensed constitutive heterochromatin found in late S-phase chromatin. Another extension of this model is that plant species devoid of repeat intergenic DNA may lack a cytological pattern like that seen for maize middle-S. Consistent with this are the findings that describe replication as exhibiting two major phases on the basis of genomic 13 or cytological 9 analyses in Arabidopsis, a small genome plant notably devoid of repetitive DNA.
Further questions address the nature of early-S vs. middle-S chromatin. Are these two types of euchromatin stable across cell types and development, or do they have the capacity to be changed? And to what extent does transcriptional activity govern replication timing? For instance, do inactive genes replicate at middle S-phase? Conversely, do transcriptionally active repeat sequences replicate early? It is clear that in yeast and animals replication timing is generally coordinated with transcriptional competence, 14 but these principles remain largely unexplored in plants. Finally, do boundaries or barriers that can temporarily stall replication forks exist so as to delimit early from middle S-phase? And are there specific origins that fire in middle S-phase, or do the forks simply eventually progress into the middle-S chromatin? As an experimental system, the cytology of replication timing in maize offers new avenues of research, complementing and extending contemporary epigenomic research strategies.
Punctate DNA synthesis occurs inside the nucleolus
Replicative labeling signals appear inside the nucleoli as discrete punctate foci in early-S and middle-S as shown in Fig. 3 (dashed boxes, panel A) , but not late S (not shown, but see Bass et al., 2015 6 ). The nucleolus affords exceptional cytological clarity for the visualization of in situ DNA replication. Detection of intra-nucleolar replicative labeling at both early and middle S raises the possibility that different regions within the »10 kb rDNA repeat, or different repeats within the array, may undergo programmed asynchronous replication while inside the nucleolus. Previous reports of replication fork barriers 15 and sub-repeat chromatin 16 are consistent with this speculation. The spacing of adjacent non-late replicative/EdU signals in the nucleolus could mark sites within or between the 10-kb repeats, depending on the packaging ratio of the chromatin fiber (Table in Fig. 3E ).
See the 3D data for yourself on OMERO, a 3D image database for public exploration
To share DNA replication data more broadly for research and education, we have set up a public database at omero.bio.fsu. edu, housing hundreds of source images analyzed by Bass et al. in 2015. 6 The OMERO platform uses open-source software and 
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) and the major transcription start site (TSS). (E) Table relating real-space dimensions of DNA as a function of packaging, including Watson-Crick B-form DNA (Linear DNA), "beads-on-a-string" chromatin (10 nm fiber), and one of the basic higher order chromatin fibers (30 nm fiber).
data format standards for the storage and manipulation of biologic microscopy data (www.openmicroscopy.org/site). Fig. 4 shows explanatory screenshots of the graphical web browser interface for organizing and viewing the image data. Detailed images with metadata can be exported to local files in their original or other (OME-TIFF, JPEG, PNG, or TIFF) formats for use with customized software. Here we invite scientists, teachers, and students to use this resource to explore published plant 3D replication data. Public access to the maize root tip replication image folders, in "3D Data DNA Rep, ZmRootNuclei," https://goo.gl/CTI06F is available using the login "Public" and the password "omero," with opportunities (contact HWB) for expanding to include other published plant cytogenetics images. As a working archive, the omero system solves a chronic limitation in the practice of sharing primary scientific and cytogenetic image data. The broader scientific community can explore, analyze, or even initiate new investigations using any or all of the 300 3D images of plant DNA replication. In conclusion, we have highlighted three of our favorite aspects of the recent maize root tip DNA replication study, emphasizing new questions, model predictions, and future research directions. These ideas, along with the public image database, provide new opportunities to leverage plant DNA replication studies to test and define structure-function relationships that underlie plant genome behavior.
